NUS National Executive Council AGENDA
Sixteenth meeting of the National Executive Council of the National Union of Students,
Monday, 1st February 2012, UNISON Centre, 130 Euston Road, London NW1 2AY
1.00pm – 2.00pm Lunch
11am - 5.00pm (Afternoon breaks as required)
Members:
President & Chair

Name
Liam Burns

Zones

Toni Pearce & Roshni Soshi (Further Education)
Usman Ali & Sophie Richardson (Higher Education);
Danielle Grufferty & James Haywood (Society & Citizenship);
Ed Marsh & Rebecca Bridgen (Union Development);
Pete Mercer & Steph Johnson (Welfare)
Kanja Sesay and Anil Sachdeo (Black Students);
Rupy Kaur and Matthew Bond (Disabled Students);
Vicki Baars & Alan Bailey (LGBT);
Estelle Hart & Kelley Temple (Womens);
Christina Yan Zhang & Mateus Wysocki (International Students)
Fee Wood (Mature & Part Time Students);
George Charonis & Dante Micheaux (Postgraduate Students)
Luke Young & Raechel Mattey (NUS Wales)
Robin Parker & Graeme Kirkpatrick (NUS Scotland);
Adrianne Peltz & Stuart Cannell (NUS-USI)
Mark Bergfeld, Nes Cazimoglu, Michael Chessum, Lauren Crowley, Matt East,
Ruby Hirsch, Taylor Kane, Aaron Kiely, Joe Oliver, Surya Prakash Bhatta, Mary
Prescott, Josh Rowlands, Daniel Stevens Rachel Wenstone, Stevie Wise

Liberation

Sections

Nations

Block

In attendance
Staff

Matt Hyde (Group Chief Executive); Jim Dickinson (Director Policy and Delivery);
Vic Langer (Deputy Director Policy and Delivery); Nick Smith (Democratic
Services Coordinator); Dan Francis (Democratic Services Advisor); ACTS
representative

If an item is ‘starred’ the Chair will assume that members have read and noted. Those presenting
the papers will not speak to them. Non starred items will be discussed and may require a decision.
To “unstar” an item, inform the Chair before the commencement of the meeting.
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No

Item

Action

Paper

1 Introductory & Administration
1.1
President’s Opening Remarks
Note
1.2
Apologies for absence and welcome of new
members
1.3
Disclosure of potential conflicts of interest arising from the agenda (verbal)

Author
/ Lead

Time

LB
LB

10 mins

Minutes of last meeting on 28th November 2011
Matters arising from previous meeting on 28th
November 2011
2 Reports and Accountability
2.1
Report and Notices from the National President*
Questions to the National President
Presidential and Other Appointments
2.2
Report and Notices from the Zone Convenors*
Questions to the Zone Convenors

Approve

NEC/16A/12

LB
LB

Scrutinise

NEC/16B/12

LB

15 mins

Scrutinise

NEC/16C-G/12

25 mins

2.3

Note

NEC/16H-L/12

DG, EM,
PM, TP,
UA
KS, RK,
AB/VB,
EH

Note

NEC/16MO/12

CYZ,
GS/DM,
FW

15 mins

Note

NEC/16P-R/12

RP, AP,
LY

15 mins

Scrutinise

NEC/16S12/12

ME

5 mins

Report

Verbal

Block

10 mins

1.4
1.5

2.4

Report and Notices from the Liberation
Campaigns*
Questions to the Liberation Campaigns
Report and Notices from the Student Sections*
Questions to the Student Sections

2.5

Report and Notices from the Nation Convenors*
Questions to the Nation Convenors
2.6
Report and Notices from the Scrutiny & Special
Groups*
2.7
Important information from CMs from the Block
Motions and Proposals

20 mins

3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6

Presentation and questions Howard Hotson (Oxford University)
Discuss
HE Bill
Approve
Approval of Estimates
Note
Student Financial Support
Note
One member one vote Report
Process for National Conference Motions
Note

NEC/16U/12
NEC/16V/12
NEC/16W/12
NEC/16X/12

LB
LB
PM
LB
LB

30 mins
30 mins
15 mins
5 mins
15 mins
5 mins

3.7

Motions & Amendments

NEC/16Y/12

LB

40 mins

Debate

NEC/16T/12

Next Meeting: Wednesday 28th February 2012
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minutes

NEC/16A/11

meeting of:

National Executive Council (fifteenth meeting)

place:

UNISON Centre, 130 Euston Road, London, NW1 2AY

date and time:

28th November 2011 11am

Members:
President & Chair
Zones

Name
Liam Burns
Toni Pearce & Roshni Joshi (Further Education)
Usman Ali & Sophie Richardson (Higher Education);
Danielle Grufferty & James Haywood (Society & Citizenship);
Ed Marsh & Rebecca Bridger (Union Development);
Pete Mercer & Steph Johnson (Welfare)
Kanja Sesay & Anil Sachdeo (Black Students);
Rupy Kaur &Matthew Bond (Disabled Students);
Vicki Baars & Alan Bailey (LGBT);
Estelle Hart & Kelley Temple (Womens);
Christina Yan Zhang & Mateus Wysocki (International Students)
Fee Wood (Mature & Part Time Students);
George Charonis & Dante Micheaux (Postgraduate Students)
Luke Young & Raechel Mattey (NUS Wales)
Robin Parker & Graeme Kirkpatrick (NUS Scotland);
Adrianne Peltz & Stuart Cannell (NUS-USI)
Mark Bergfeld, Nes Cazimoglu, Michael Chessum, Mary Prescott, Lauren
Crowley, Matt East, Ruby Hirsch, Taylor Kane, Aaron Kiely, Joe Oliver,
Josh Rowlands, Daniel Stevens, Rachel Wenstone, Surya Prakash-Bhatta,
Stevie Wise

Liberation

Sections

Nations

Block

In attendance:
Staff

Matt Hyde (Group Chief Executive), Jim Dickinson (Director Policy and
Delivery); Vic Langer (Assistant Director Policy and Delivery); Dave
Farbrother (Group Finance Director); Jamie Agombar (Ethical and
Environmental Manager) Nick Smith (Democratic Services Co-ordinator);
Dan Francis (Democratic Services Advisor), Dan Higgins (Acts
Representative)

Observers:
Apologies:
Zones
Liberation
Nations
Sections
Block
Staff
Absent without
apologies

Rupy Kaur
Graeme Kirkpatrick,Adrianne Peltz, Stuart Cannell,
Dante Micheaux
Surya Prakash-Bhatta, Stevie Wise, Anil Sachdeo
Matthew Bond
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minutes
1. Introductory & Administration
1.1

Liam Burns (LB) opened the meeting.

1.2

Apologies were noted.

1.3

There were no declarations of interests.

1.4
Vicki Baars (VB) noted that George Charonis was incorrectly listed as having
attended the UJS trip twice.
1.5

There were no matters arising.

2. Reports and accountability
2.1

LB: presented his report.

The NEC discussed NUS support for and involvement in the National Campaign Against
Fees and Cuts (NCAFC) 9th of November demonstration. Liam Burns (LB) explained the
delays in risk assessing adding that it was important to ensure that any measures
outlined in the risk assessment were turned into action on the day.
Michael Chessum (MC) argued the NCAFC demonstration had been a success, however
MC suggested that the demonstration had been a missed opportunity for NUS. Mark
Bergfeld (MB) asked if LB accepted that NUS was lacking a strategy to combat the white
paper. LB responded by outlining that a mandate for a demonstration was rejected by
national conference 2011. LB accepted that there was a policy vaccum in regards to
what we want out of the forth coming HE Bill, and that he would take action to rectify
this by the new year. NUS intends to campaign on winning concessions and
amendments in the Bill itself.
Matt East (ME) raised concerns that some universities are still not involving students’
unions on the development of access agreements. LB agreed to look at the work NUS is
developing in the area.
NEC discussed the approach NUS had taken to mobilising students and demonstrating
support for industrial action due to take place on the 30th of November. LB outlined the
strategies which NUS had used over the last month to inform and engage the
membership. LB highlighted the importance of not hijacking the purpose of the action
suggesting this could undermine the impact of strikes. Luke Young (LY) suggested that
NUS should issue practical advice to the membership on how students can support,
without distracting from, the action such as fundraising and standing alongside strikers.
Danielle Grufferty (DG) arrived at NEC.
2.2
The Zone Convenors presented their reports. There were the following questions
and issues arising.
Higher Education – Usman Ali (UA) highlighted that the current priority for NSS
ambassadors was FE unions with HE provision and that each NSS ambassador should be
visiting with an FE union to support them in using their results. UA also agreed to look
into how NUS can better support unions to engage in debates about Post Graduate fee
setting.
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Union Development – Ed Marsh (EM) introduced his report and outlined recent
referenda success in Brighton and Reading and urged NEC to help support the upcoming
referendum in Brunel.
Society and Citizenship – Danielle Grufferty (DG) introduced her report and the NEC
were invited to ask questions.
Further Education – Toni Pearce (TP) introduced her report and outlined the launch of
the Care to Learn campaign.
Welfare – Pete Mercer (PM) introduced his report and NEC were invited to ask
questions.
All Zone reports were approved.
2.3

The Liberation Officers presented their reports to note.

2.4

The Sections presented their reports to note.

2.5

The Nations presented their reports to note.

2.6

There were no reports or notices from Scrutiny or Special Groups

2.7

The Block raised the following issues:

Aaron Kiely (AK) noted how the day of NEC was critical to the Save UEA music campaign
and urged NEC support. He congratulated NUS-USI on its recent no platform work.
Josh Rowlands (JR) asked if the block could receive and allocation of all FE constituent
members in order to ensure these issues were fed back. EM noted the importance of the
allocation and agreed that the FE allocation would be circulated shortly.
RW highlighted that many of her constituent members were choosing to priories
community campaigns work.
LB amended the agenda to take items in a different order.
3. Motions and Proposals
3.3

ES8 Membership & Affiliation Strategy Review

EM introduced the report, adding that NUS’s relationship with membership was critical,
not simply because of finances, but because the relationships are central to everything
that NUS does. EM highlighted that ES8 was the first step in formalising the way NUS
interacts with its membership.
NEC discussed the need for individual benefits statements to do more than just
demonstrate financial benefit. EM agreed that developing benefit statements was key to
preventing referenda and educating officers. EM added that as part of the Membership &
Affiliation Strategy NUS would start mapping the unions which are engaging and those
which are not.
NEC then discussed the strategy for non-affiliate unions and the program of reengagement. Estelle Hart (EH) highlighted issue of allowing access and opportunities for
non-affiliated unions without offering the full benefits of membership, LB agreed that it
was a difficult balance and something that NUS had to get right.
NEC noted ES8 Membership & Affiliation Strategy Review
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NEC broke for lunch
Sophie Richardson (SR) arrived at NEC.
LB amended the agenda to take items in a different order.
UA left NEC at this point.
3.6

ES4 Ethical & Environmental Strategy Review

DG introduced the paper and the importance of NUS’s Ethical & Environmental Strategy.
DG outlined how students unions are engaging with the Green Impact project to achieve
either a bronze, silver or gold award. The Green Impact team are working with 600
departments in different institutions.
NEC discussed the importance of developing a broader ethical agenda in particular
relation to issues such as ethical banking and workers rights.
DG highlighted that NUS were developing a toolkit for governors and trustees to ask
questions of their institutions on embedding sustainability into the curriculum. She also
discussed the consultancy work that the Green Impact team now undertake around
sustainable design in refurbishments and new builds.
NEC noted ES4 Ethical & Environmental Strategy Review
3.4

Report on Estimates progress

LB introduced the paper and stated that he would be meeting with the conveners to
discuss campaigns work in early January. LB asked the NEC take note of the paper and
that campaigns feed in if they feel more funds would be needed in a particular area.
NEC noted Report on Estimates progress
3.5

Learning and Development plan for ODP 2012

EM introduced the paper highlighting that feedback from last year was excellent. EM
added that the key change is to develop a year round, rather than summer based,
training program. EM invited NEC to feed back on the proposed program.
NEC discussed the challenges with FE officer engagement given the timings of the
program. RP suggested seeking accreditation for the course to add real value outside of
the student movement. James Haywood (JH) suggested that a session on widening
participation be added to the program.
NEC approved the Learning and Development plan for ODP 2012
3.7 Strategic Partnership between NUS and London Citizens/Citizens UK
DG introduced the paper. NEC agreed that there was benefit in both affiliating to London
Citizens/Citizens UK and undertaking a training partnership officers, with the view to a
long term strategic partnership following a review. NEC approved the expenditure of
£5000 from the relevant budgets.
NEC approved the Strategic Partnership between NUS and London Citizens/Citizens UK
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3.10

Motions and Amendments

Motions 1: Ahava
Speech for: JH
Speech against: none
Summation:JH
Vote: Motion Passes
Motions 2: A new phase of police and legal repression: rubber bullets and political
prisoners
Speech for: MC
Speech against: None
Vote: Motion Passes
The NEC received a presentation from Joel Bodmer, Chair of Unison Young Members
Forum.
Motions 3: The Vice-Chancellors’ Pledge
Speech
Speech
Speech
Speech

for: MC
against: RP
for: MB
against: EM

Parts: Remove NEC resolves 2,
Speech for: MC
Speech against: RP
Vote: Parts removed
Summation: MC
Vote: Motion falls
Motion 4: Support striking public sector workers

Speech for: AK
LB wished to remind NEC that the South East Region of the TUC (SERTUC) have
explicitly said they don’t want students to run a feeder march.
Speech against: DG
Speech for: VB
Speech against: RP
Vicki Baars (VB) challenge to the impartiality of LB as chair. LB rescinds the chair to TP.
Parts: Remove NEC resolves 1
Speech for: LY
Speech against: AB
Keep

James Haywood, Kanja Sesay, Vicki Baars,
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Remove

Abstentions

Alan Bailey, Mark Bergfeld, Michael
Chessum, Ruby Hirsch, Aaron Kiely
Robin Parker, Danielle Grufferty, Nes
Cazimoglu, Estelle Hart, Ed Marsh, Rebecca
Bridger, Joe Oliver, Pete Mercer, Sophie
Richardson, Josh Rowlands, Taylor Kane,
Matt East, Fee Wood, Christina Yan Zhang,
George Charonis, Steph Johnson, Daniel
Stevens, Rachel Wenstone, Lauren
Crowley, Liam Burns, Roshni Joshi, Mary
Prescott, Luke Young, Raechel Mattey
Kelley Temple, Mateus Wysocki

Recorded vote: 8 Keep, 24 Remove 2 Abstentions
Vote: Parts removed
Summation: AK
Recorded vote: Unanimous vote in favour
Vote: Motion passes parts removed
LB returns to chair
Withdrawal of motion 5, National Spring Demonstration, by the proposer. Approved by
NEC.
Meeting closed 4.10pm
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resolutions
Motion: Ahava
NEC believes:
1. King’s College London is involved in a research project with Ahava Dead Sea
Laboratories.
2. Ahava is a commercial company located in the illegal Israeli settlement of Mitzpe
Shalem, and is also partly owned by the council of this illegal settlement, located
approximately 10km inside occupied Palestinian territory in the West Bank.
3. Israeli settlements are illegal under rulings of the International Court of Justice, UN
resolution 446, the Fourth Geneva Convention, and, overwhelmingly, the international
community, including the EU and the UK.
4. Since the settlement of Mitzpe Shalem is illegal, Ahava is essentially stealing what
should be resources available for use by the Palestinians inside the West Bank.
5. By accruing profits from, and sustaining itself on, an illegal settlement, Ahava is
complicit in violations of international law.
6. It is widely accepted that settlements are a crucial obstacle to peace in the region
7. Following the overwhelming declarations of support from the University of London
Union and King's College London Student Union, students and staff involved in the
campaign at King's have asked the NUS to seek a nationwide call of support
NEC further believes:
1. By collaborating with Ahava, King’s itself has become complicit with violations of
international law, consenting to the company’s position in relation to the illegal
settlement and its theft of resources.
2. It is unacceptable and self-defeating for an academic institution to lend legitimacy to,
and actively work with, an entity that owes its current state of existence to violations of
international law.
3. The damaging international controversy surrounding the LSE’s links with Saif al-Islam
Gaddafi highlights the need for institutions to be prudent with their academic
relationships and to adhere to strict ethical principles
NEC Resolves:
1. To condemn the collaboration between King’s College London and Ahava in the research
project, and demand the immediate end of the university’s involvement in the project,
and the rejection of the financial grant King’s has received for its participation.
2. To strongly urge King’s College London to re-evaluate its commitments to ethical
research, and establish a formal ethical research policy, to prevent a similar situation
from arising in the future that compromises the university’s integrity and respect for
international law.
3. To support the campaign led by academics and students at King’s, in order to achieve
the above aims.

Motion: A new phase of police and legal repression: rubber bullets and political prisoners
NEC believes:
1. That on the November 9th national demonstration, organised by the National Campaign
Against Fees and Cuts, the Metropolitan Police threatened to deploy rubber bullets if it
was felt that they were necessary; and adopted a policy of ‘total policing’ with 4000
police on the streets, including the deployment of both horses and dogs; undercover
snatch squads; and the enforcement of sections of the Public Order Act which banned
off route protests.
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2. That since November 10th 2010, there have been numerous arrests and prosecutions of
student demonstrators, with many being jailed for lengthy periods of time – for
instance Frankie Fernie, who received a 12 month sentence for throwing sticks.
3. That Edd Bauer, VP Education at Birmingham Guild, was remanded in custody for 10
days prior to trial for doing a banner drop.
4. That state repression of emerging social movements has occurred by legal and policing
means many times before – from the poll tax protests to the trade union movement.
5. That there are more than 100 student and anticuts protesters still awaiting trial for jailable offences.
NEC further believes:
1. That the behaviour of the police in threatening to fire rubber bullets at students on the
November 9th protest was a disgrace: it was a political attempt to systematically scare
off students (including school students) from demonstrating for the future of their
education and their society.
2. That the police have on numerous occasions engaged in the pre-criminalisation of
protests by ramping up the threat of violence in advance of demonstrations, thereby
increasing the likelihood of violence occurring and legitimising their use of heavy force.
3. That the presence of violence on demonstrations is not a result of external infiltration,
but a result of real, and often provoked, anger and a failure of the democratic process.
4. That the student movement now has political prisoners: people who are, or will be, sent
to jail for extremely long periods of time not because of they pose a corresponding
danger to society, or the ethical nature of their crime, but because their (alleged) acts
took place in a political context.
5. That the case of Edd Bauer’s banner drop, as well as the use of the charge of violent
disorder in other cases, illustrates the political use of the legal system to target political
dissent.
6. That it is a fundamental duty of all serious political movements to defend political
prisoners.
7. That in protest situations the police are a political organisation, not a neutral arbiter.
NEC resolves:
1. To publicly write to the Home Secretary calling for a review of the sentencing of student
and anticuts protesters, and to call on university managements to do likewise.
2. To release a statement condemning the threat of rubber bullets and the ‘total policing’
of the 9th November national demo.
3. To ask Human Rights Watch and Amnesty International to look into policing and
sentencing of recent student and anticuts protests.

Motion: Support striking public sector workers
NEC believes:
1. Up to 3 million public sector workers will take strike action on the 30 November – in a
day of action called by the TUC - to defend their pensions which are under attack from
Tory plans which seek to force them to work longer, pay more and receive less.
2. Rallies and marches are being organised across the country in support of the strike,
including a march in London. A broad range of student organisations have united to
organise a student feeder march to support those public sector workers taking industrial
action to defend their pensions and oppose the government’s savage cuts agenda.
NEC further believes:
1. NUS already has policy to support public sector strikes, and this should be acted upon.
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2. The Tory-led government is making students, public sector workers and ordinary people
pay for a crisis they did not create - at the same time they are defending the top 1%.
Last month’s announcement that pay for the directors of the UK’s top businesses rose
by 49% over the past year is further evidence that we are not “all in this together.”
NEC resolves:
1. To support student unions and student anticuts groups in their local peaceful actions for
supporting the strikes on 30th November.
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Report – National President
Liam Burns

NEC/16B/12

Summary
This paper outlines matters of interest to the NEC which the President is dealing with or has taken a position on
since the last NEC. The NEC are invited to:

•

Canvass the views and reactions of students’ unions on these issues

•

Question any policy positions taken

•

Make suggestions on future work concerning these issues

1) OFFA Announcement
(Strategic Theme: Winning on Funding and Participation)
After fees had been set, the Government realised that they could not afford the student loan burden created by
the average fee level being so high. So Government removed 8% of all institutions numbers from the ‘core’
(excluding AAB+ students) and created a pool of 20,000 places called the ‘margin.’ Institutions could only bid
for these places if their average fee level, including fee waivers, was less than £7,500.

Hence institutions were allowed to revise their fee levels for 2012-13 and resubmit an Access Agreement to
OFFA (the Office of Fair Access). This resulted in 25 English universities and colleges (24 higher education
institutions and one further education college) moved money out of bursaries and into fee waivers.

Because of the 30 year write-off period for student loans, fee waivers only become real for high earning
graduates and remain fictional to the rest, whereas bursaries represent real money in students’ pockets.
Although £150m has been allocated to a “National Scholarship Scheme”, figures show that in fact £70m less
will hit students’ pockets as a result of the changes. Some institutions have scrapped all bursary provision in
favour of fee waivers.

We launched an open letter to Nick Clegg, pointing out the consequences of the Governments reforms and
asking him to attend National Conference to answer to students. We have yet to receive a reply.

A full briefing, with a list of how individual institutions have been affected, is available here:
http://www.nusconnect.org.uk/resources/highereducation/Bursaries-and-Scholarships-Flash-BriefingDecember-2011/

Questions for the NEC:
1.

Did your unions Access Agreement change? Were they consulted?

2.

Have they begun negotiations for the 2013-14 Access Agreements?

3.

What support do they expect from NUS regarding Access Agreements?

2) HE Bill
(Strategic Theme: Making Education Better)
Before Christmas we wrote to Unions asking for feedback on potential priorities for influencing the immanent HE
Bill. These included:

1. Increase public places | campaign against the 'core and margin' model and stop the privatisation of the
sector
2. No hidden course costs | campaign to end hidden course costs leaving more money in students pockets.
3. Bursaries not Fee Waivers | campaign to ban fee waivers unless they represent 50% of the annual
tuition fee cost.
4. More power to students | campaign to increase the number of students on every governing body, and
give students' unions additional powers over key strategic decisions
5. Entitlement to a Students' Union for every student | campaign to extend the 1994 Education Act to any
provider that access student loan funds, and enshrine a minimum level of funding for all students'
unions, public or private.
6. Students and Quality | campaign for powers for students' unions to be able to trigger an external review
when there are questions over quality (due to course cuts, curriculum change etc) and for HE lecturers
to have minimum standards in teaching, just like in FE.
7. Protecting public funds | campaign to ensure that, just like in other areas of the public sector, we
legislate for "asset locks", where a public institution cant profit from turning private.
8. Access for postgraduate students | campaign to create a postgraduate loans system so student don’t
have to pay fees up-front.
9. When Institutions Can't or Won't Deliver | campaign for legislation that means if an institution fails or
exists the system, then students are given a place at an equivalent institution/course, the exiting
institution has to repay their fees or there is a state back insurance scheme in place to reimburse
students where the institution goes bankrupt.
10. Protecting student loans | campaign to move the student loans terms and conditions into Primary
Legislation so that it received proper parliamentary scrutiny and give campaigning organisation more
opportunity to stop regressive changes.

A paper outlining details of how each could be implemented has been tabled for discussion by the NEC.

Questions for the NEC:
4.

Do your unions think these are the right policies to influence?

5.

Does the NEC think this is the right way forward?

6.

Regarding previous NEC discussions (“Principals Pledge”) is this what the NEC was looking for?

3) Student Support “Pound in your Pocket” Survey
(Strategic Theme: Winning on Funding and Participation)
The survey was launched at the beginning of December. Over 5,000 responses have been received. Resources
have now been developed to help unions increase local response rates so that they also have meaningful
evidence to influence things like Access Agreements and Discretionary Learner Funds.

The survey will close mid February, and the Student Support Commission will begin analysing the results and
allocate funding to students’ unions to undertake further research on specific groups (nursing, teaching, mature
etc).

Questions for the NEC:
7.

Has your students’ union promoted the survey? Has an all student email gone out?

8.

Do they want an office/staff member to contact them for additional support?

4) Universities UK Conference
(Strategic Theme: Making Education Better)
NUS UK addresses the Universities UK Members meeting (all Principals) and pushed the following priorities for
Principals:

1. Scrapping hidden course costs
2. Recuing fee waivers, increasing bursaries
3. Increasing students’ powers in governance
4. Opposing negative elements of the White Paper/HE Bill (supporting “Principals Pledge” equivalent)

Questions for the NEC:
9.

Has your students’ unions reported any conversations with Principals regarding the above?

5) House of Lords Select Committee: EU 2020 Strategy
(Strategic Theme: Winning on Funding and Participation)
NUS UK gave oral evidence to the House of Lords Select Committee regarding the European Commissions
intended spending priorities within education and mobility (study abroad). A full briefing is available on request,
but main Issues covered:

•

Creating a loan scheme for postgrads who wish to study abroad for a period of time and Increasing the
ERASMAS grant received by students

•

Support for amalgamating all mobility funding into one stream, which students’ unions should be able
to access

•

Capping the potential ERASMUS year fee loan at 25% of usual annual cost, so that institutions do not
charge more than this.

Additional
I have held external meetings with UJS (Annual Conference), HEFCE, QAA, HEA, Unison, FOSIS, Shabana
Mahmood MP and John Wrathmell (SPAD to Ed Milliband). I have visited Oxford Students’ Union and Reading
Students’ Union. I attended the Indian Student Parliament, five days of which was Holiday (flights should be
considered a declarable gift).

NEC/16C/12
NUS National Executive Council
TO SCRUTINISE / NOTE
Officer Report
Dannie G
Outcomes and Outputs
My Top priorities since the last NEC

Citizens Affiliation

Defending the Right to Protest

Unpaid internships

Peace One Day

Palestine/Israel

Widening Participation

Internationalism

What changes I have achieved or rights I
have defended for students and students’
unions in these areas
Invited four ‘leaders’ from the NEC, Ed Marsh,
Toni Pearce, Rachel Wenstone and Sophie
Richie to help build the living wage campaignbut others are welcome to contribute
Writing guidelines for unions on how to ensure
constructive dialogue if protest rights come
under threat and for unions who face
difficulties with direct action
Planning a video ‘trailer’ on the right to
protest starring Alfie Meadows.
The soc/cit committee will be having a ‘tea
party’ at a secret location sometime
soon…look out for details!
Have provided funds to DTRTP for campaign
materials
Focus over next month is building up to Alfie’s
trial
Publicity online for unions to use in their
careers services.
Joint event with the TUC on 13th Feb where
we will formally launch the campaign and
smart phone app.
Planning for press launch unions on 27th Feb
at ULU. Also plan to launch the Student
Leaders’ Summit at same time
Constructive engagement/boycott information
has gone on the soc/cit pages on nus.org. for
Eden Springs and Veolia, until they withdraw
from settlements. Most of feedback been
positive and unlike the policy that passed over
the summer, I have not been receiving a high
volume of critical emails. Planned meeting
with Veolia head of Marketing.
Planning training with FODIP, and with
support of FOSIS and UJS on 22nd March on
dealing with managing conflict on this issue
on campus.
Producing with James Haywood a guideline for
unions to run prison/addicts access schemes
at your union
Produced a ‘Short history of internationalism
in NUS’ guide with Mike Day to launch at the
90th celebrations.
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Other achievements of my Zone/Section/Campaign/Nation
Can’t really take credit for it but our campaign to make Maxwell Dlamini an honorary president
in unions was covered by Swazi press and he was granted bail just before Christmas!
Green Week- provided funding to P&P for publicity, already launched.
Written to William Hague citing concerns about government actions in Syria.

Plans before the next meeting
Between now and the next NEC, we plan to achieve:
My Priority area before the next NEC
What I hope to achieve
Citizens and Living Wage campaign
Pick 10/15 unions to target
Unpaid Internships
The best of soc/cit

See 50 unions download campaign toolkit and
resources
Starring a big broadcasting name! To be
launched soon…

Building for Alfie Meadows campaign
Launch campaign on women asylum seeker
access with women’s campaign
Membership Engagement
Since the last NEC meeting, I have undertaken some union visits and attended a number of
events to engage with the membership
Union / event visited
Strathclyde

Purpose / Issues arising
Women’s leadership training

Brunel referendum
Bournemouth
Northumbria

Peace Week event
Activism training and debate

Community Organising training for NEC
East Durham College

Activism training

Teeside

Activism training

Sussex

Manifesto training

Media Engagement and External Relations
Meetings attended and media appearances made
Met with Luciana Berger MP who conducted research into arts interns
David Blunkett’s Office on national volunteering programme
Cabinet Office to discuss individual voter registration, we made it clear that we could not
support it because of block registration in halls, unless it was ‘opt-out’ system.
P&P bi-annual meeting- good discussions on engaging p&p groups within unions
Liberty- right to protest
DTRTP Committee- focus on a stunt on kettling, and Alfie Meadows
Issues
During this period I have become aware of the following issues not recorded elsewhere
NEC very welcome to our tea party
The NEC are marvellous actors, despite Ed’s awful impersonation of Jim
Gap Yah research been parked as both my staff are leaving, we are recruiting asap.
Declaration of Gifts, Hospitality And Interests
A Peace One Day Stella McCartney t-shirt
Horrible chocolates from the NP from India (Kanja and I had to spit them out)

For the latest news follow @NUSNEC and visit www.nusconnect.org.uk/nusnec

NEC/16E/12
NUS National Executive Council
TO SCRUTINISE / NOTE
Officer Report
Pete Mercer – VP Welfare
January 2012 Report
Outcomes and Outputs
My Top priorities since the last NEC

Student Support Commission (High
Priority)

#Wronga (high priority)

Prevent and hate speech (high
priority)

Tenancy Deposit Protection (high
priority)

Welfare/Multi-faith Calendars (low
priority)
Interfaith and Advanced Facilitator
Training (low to medium priority)
Accommodation Cost (medium
priority)

Carnage (medium priority)

The Dialogue Project (low to
medium priority)

Hate Crime Reports (medium
priority)

What changes I have achieved or rights I have
defended for students and students’ unions in
these areas
Student Support Survey has gone live, been
distributed to NUSSL mailbases. Decided to extend
the deadline to the end of the month to both drum
up responses and allow CMs to take ownership of the
campaign and collect usable institution or at least
mission group-specific data.
Publicly challenged “payday” style student
loans/overdrafts targeted specifically at hard-up
students. Attracted mass media coverage which
resulted in pages being removed off website. View to
work with Stella Creasy’s long-term campaign
against legal loan sharks.
Spoke at the Home Office Conference on “Roots to
Radicalisation”, where I gave NUS’ stance on nonviolent extremism, cross-examined by the Select
Committee. Had a meeting with Head of Office for
Security and Counter Terrorism with Fosis to clarify
plan of work. Met with John Hayes MP to influence
on Prevent narrative.
Changes to DTP legislation that we put forward with
Shelter have finally been given royal ascent my
House of Lords and has become law. Massive win
that will help prevent students from being screwed
over in cases of deposit disputes, basically.
Calendars have finally been produced in
collaboration with the Black Students campaign and
have been sent out to all CMs.
Training programmes have been completed with
reasonable attendance. Total of staff and officers
trained 75 from 40 CMs so far.
Planning next wave of the accommodation cost
survey. Also been in discussion with Unite about
affordability quotas. Preparing Accommodation Cost
Framework to guide officers on accommodation cost
lobbying. Spoke at UUK Code AGM on cost.
Worked with Unions to lobby local commuity
stakeholders and MPs to find out ensure appropriate
safety and precautionary measures have been put in
place. Working nationally with Home Office and
Minister for Crime Prevention to explore partnership.
Received funding for a project staff member to work
on exploring and training officers to facilitate
discussions around the relationship between faith
and sexuality in FE. Started last week.
Have released two of the four hate detailed hate
crime reports, on LGBT and Disability prejudiced
incidents. Preparing to launch ones on Religion and
Belief, and Race and Ethnicity. Exploring ways to
attract public, sector and parliamentary attention.

Plans before the next meeting
Between now and the next NEC, we plan to achieve:
My Priority area before the next NEC
What I hope to achieve
Student Support Commission
For the survey to be completed and in process of
analysis
Accommodation Cost
For the survey questions to be set and to have
produced an interim framework document on lobbying
institutions on cost
Faith and Sexuality in FE
Will have launched The Dialogue Project and will have
collected examples and case studies of existing work.
Will have developed the training programme.
Mental Health
Will have completed the two mental health activism
training days and the mental health toolkit, property of
the Disabled Students’ Campaign.
Hate Crime Reports
For all 4 hate crime reports to be completed and
published, complete with recommendations and guide

Membership Engagement
Since the last NEC meeting, I have undertaken some union visits and attended a number of
events to engage with the membership
Union / event visited
15/11 Nottingham Uni SU
15/11 Coventry SU AGM
16/11 Bridgewater College SU
17/11 Plymouth College SU
18/11 Newcastle Uni SU
19/11 Activism Conference
2/12 NUS Mature Students Cmt
6/12 Blackpool College SU
7/12 NUS Interfaith Training
8/12 NUS Advanced Facilitator T
9/12 Strathclyde Uni SU

Purpose / Issues arising
Was filmed talking about local HMO and car parking policy
Gave a speech on changes to sector
Get On The Bus campaign
Get On The Bus campaign
Building re-opening ceremony
Activism innit
Discussing future of mature/PT students strategy
Meeting on local transport and housing issues
To train officers/staff on managing interfaith dialogue
To train officers/staff on managing difficult scenarios
Spoke at debate on alcohol and minimum pricing

Media Engagement and External Relations
29/11 Meeting with Health FE Initiative on Ofsted Inspection
16/11 Spoke on York SU radio about crime prevention
22/11 Spoke at SLC Annual Stakeholder Conference on intro of loans for PT students & in FE
24/11 Leeds BBC Radio on Student Finance
24/11 Interview with the Independent on student housing, particularly in London
24/11 Meeting with UJS on anti-semitism
25/11 Gave evidence at Manchester City Council enquiry into local HMO legislation & planning
28/11 Spoke at UUK Code of standards for accommodation conference, on standards & cost
28/11 Attended the Mind Media Awards
9/12 Attended Localism Conference
13/12 Spoke and gave report to Home Office Select Committee at HO Conference
16/12 Meeting with Charles Farr and Fosis to discuss plan of work on hate speech
5/1 Meeting with UJS on availability of Kosher food
5/1 BBC Sheffield interview on alcohol and responsible drinking
11/1 Induction to SLC processing office in Darlington to investigate processing issues
11/1 Quoted in a vast variety of different national papers and news websites on #Wronga
12/1 HEFCE Project A meeting on the mapping of funding and regulatory systems
16/1 Meeting with John Hayes MP to discuss Prevent and community cohesion

Declaration of Gifts, Hospitality and Interests:
Dinner with the SLC, the night before the annual stakeholder conference

NEC/16F/12
NUS National Executive Council
TO SCRUTINISE / NOTE
Officer Report
Toni Pearce
Outcomes and Outputs
My Top priorities since the
last NEC
Teaching and learning in
Further Education
FE fees and loans

FE Complaints

Information, Advice and
Guidance
Student Governor Support
Programme
Fair Necessities

Class Reps

Mergers

What changes I have achieved or rights I have defended for
students and students’ unions in these areas
Working with sector bodies to run a teaching and learning
summit for FE and produce teaching and learning charters
Working with teaching unions and sector bodies to plan and run
a campaign against the introduction of fees and loans in further
education, and to push for an equality impact assessment
Pushing the department for business, innovation and skills on
an independent complaints authority for further education,
following meeting with John Hayes MP
Report should be published soon, following delays in printing
Trying to ensure the sustainability of this project for the future,
with a possibility of funding
Investigating new ways to gather information on the short and
long term impact of cuts to pastoral care in further education
Requesting funding from sector bodies for a new set of
resources for the election, training and support of class reps in
Further Education
Planning the NUS FE mergers briefing and toolkit

Other achievements of my Zone/Section/Campaign/Nation
Further Education team meeting, receiving updates on the FE way forward and work plans
Finalising the agenda for the Further Education Liberation, Equality and Diversity event
Planning the teaching and learning summit
Production of motions for national conference 2012
Planning for the opening of the Learner Satisfaction Survey in 2012 and working to protect the
project for the future
Presented to the South East 14+ Education network
Toni Notes: 14-19 study programmes, rising NEETS and the youth contract, the pound in your
pocket, young peoples’ education and labour market choices
My outputs since the last NEC (meetings / actions attended)
Plans before the next meeting
Between now and the next NEC, we plan to achieve:
My Priority area before the next NEC
What I hope to achieve
Mergers
Launch the NUS FE Mergers toolkit
FE Leadership in Wales

Attend the first NUS FE Leadership training in Wales

Learner satisfaction survey

Protecting, developing and promoting the Learner
Satisfaction Survey
A plan for the independent complaints authority in
further education
Campaigning with sector bodies, unions and the
opposition on the introduction of fees and loans in FE

Complaints
FE fees and loans

Membership Engagement
Since the last NEC meeting, I have undertaken some union visits and attended a number of
events to engage with the membership

Union / event visited
I Will: Lead the way
Havering College Students’ Union

Epping Forest College Students’ Union

The Manchester College Students’
Union
Strategic Conversation

Purpose / Issues arising
Gave opening remarks to the delegates at I Will
training in Sheffield
Presented “I am the change” to class reps and
discussed the benefits of involvement in NUS to
newly elected officers
Presented “I am the change” to class reps and
discussed the benefits of involvement in NUS to
newly elected officers
Discussed the benefits of involvement in NUS to
newly elected officers

Media Engagement and External Relations
Meetings attended and media appearances made
Attended the All Party Political Group on Further Education and Skills to discuss apprenticeship
quality and the NUS Apprentice Card
Met with Rob Wye – CEO of Learning and Skills Improvement Service, to discuss possible
future joint projects between NUS and LSIS
Attended the Learning and Skills Improvement Service board
Met with the office of Gordon Marsden MP – shadow education secretary to discuss joint
campaigning activity on FE fees and loans for the next term
Attended the Further Education Reputation Strategy Group
Met with the Joint Council for Qualifications to discuss a joint teaching and learning project
Spoke on a panel at a compass seminar about the problems faced by young people, and how
these could be addressed politically
Ran the first meeting of the new NUS/LSIS learner voice think tank
Met with Lynne Sedgemoore – CEO of the 157 Group to discuss plans for joint projects
Attended the Department for Business, Innovation and Skills winter reception
Presented at the East and Midlands Further Education Colleges centenary conference
Comment in Metro 16/01/2012 on Gove’s plans for more students to fail exams
Article for FE week on challenges and chances for the FE sector 13/01/2012
Profile in FE week 02/12/2011
Issues
During this period I have become aware of the following issues not recorded elsewhere
Changes to regularity of ofsted inspections for outstanding providers from 1st Feb
Introduction of new stop and search powers from 1st April
Introduction of new freedoms and flexibilities from 1st April
Declaration of Gifts, Hospitality And Interests
N/A

NEC/16G/12

NUS National Executive Council
TO SCRUTINISE / NOTE
Officer Report
Usman Ali
Outcomes and Outputs
My Top priorities since the last NEC

Work with the Higher Education Academy to
help 21 students unions with Student Led
Teaching Awards

Delivered a successful National Course rep
conference

Researched placement students

What changes I have achieved or rights I
have defended for students and students’
unions in these areas
- Delivered training for in York at the Higher
Education Academy for students’ unions that
were not selected to be part of the 21 but
were still doing SLTA’s
- Delivered a training event in Wales for four
students’ unions that were selected as part of
the project
- As the grass roots of representation, we held
a national conference with 160 high level
course representatives from all across the
country.
- We had keynote speakers, debates on issues
and workshops to help develop them further
- As part of the keynote speech I launched a
campaign that will connect course reps with
NUS in hope of them delivering a campaign on
post qualification admissions and schools. This
will be re launched in February as part of
EngageMonth.
- Met with a range of students on professional
courses and begun production of the
placement students briefing to be launched in
March.

Other achievements of my Zone/Section/Campaign/Nation
- Submitted a report and motions to national conference
- Caroline Dangerfield spoke at the SCONUL Autumn conference on “What will the UK HE
look like in 2021?”
- Mo Saqib spoke at the Sheffield Hallam University annual Faculty Forum about “What is
quality teaching?”
My outputs since the last NEC (meetings / actions attended)
• I attended the strike action in Manchester alongside my old lecturers and students’
unions in Manchester
• Attended the Brunel referendum. Met up with specific society leaders and successfully
persuaded them to vote yes to NUS
• Took part on a panel for interview for a new student member on the OIA (Office for
Independent Adjudicators) that will be part of a 3 year post.
• Met up with AccessHE to discuss and deliver bespoke training session to turn students’
unions in to practitioners of widening participation
• Alongside the President, we met up with Shabana Mahmood (shadow education
minister) to discuss working together and build a relationship going forward
• Attended the QAA Sounding board (Quality Assurance Agency)
• Took part on a panel debate at the Access to HE summit
• Took part on a panel debate in Durham against the VC and Deputy VC
• Met with Middlesex students’ union and the Deputy VC to challenge the notion of
charging students when they fail an complaints and appeals case
• Spoke at the Black students conference in Scotland
• Attended the ‘Roots to Radicalisation’ conference alongside the VP Welfare in Leicester
• Attended a meeting with the vice chancellor of Salford as well as attending the candle
lit vigil for the Indian student that was killed. I set up a meeting with Indian students at

•
•
•
•

Salford with the VC to reassure them, and spoke with the family and students about the
student of the support from the NUS and importance on international students on our
campus’s
Spoke at the FOSIS National Winter Council
Attended the postgraduate workshop in NUS HQ
Spoke at the Learning and Teaching conference at Teesside University
Delivered a workshop at the Unions 94 meeting on access agreements

Plans before the next meeting
Between now and the next NEC, we plan to achieve:
My Priority area before the next NEC
What I hope to achieve
EngageMonth
To launch a successful EngageMonth. Within
this will be an event alongside Universities UK
to discuss and work on access agreements
and the next stages with students’ unions. I
am also hoping to launch education issues in
new formats such as comics for example,
showing NUS also engaging in new and
different formats.
Charter on Educational Rights
To launch the charter on educational rights,
which focuses on ensuring that students are
aware of and can use their rights as students
to assure and enhance the quality of their
educational experience and provides the with
a language outside of the “students as
consumer” dialogue.
Placement students
To produce a briefing on professional
placement students, drawing on the research
done last year.
Membership Engagement
Union / event visited
Spoke at Mid Cheshire college

Salford, Stafford, Suffolk (UCS), Liverpool
John Moore’s, Leeds Met, Reading,
Southampton Solent

Spoke at Stockley Academy school in West
Drayton

Purpose / Issues arising
Delivered the keynote opening speech on ‘the
learner voice and the rep experience’ as well
as a workshop
Spoke at various AGM’s, education forums and
course rep conference. The focus of all
speeches was on Education Quality, Students
NOT as consumers. All speeches had a big
focus on the importance of bursaries over fee
waivers. As mentioned earlier, I launched a
PQA campaign and there was a push at the
course rep events to also deliver on this.
I delivered the opening speech at an
underperforming school where aspirations and
ambitions were low. The message of the
speech was in line with the conference taking
place, i.e. ‘Stay focussed’ and talked about
personal stories and experiences to now being
vice president higher education. I also took
part in workshops with them and a question
and answer session.

Media Engagement and External Relations
Meetings attended and media appearances made
The New Statesman blog, various quotes in different newspapers mainly on VC pay increases
Declaration of Gifts, Hospitality And Interests
Lunch at the OIA Board/ interview

NEC/16H/12
NUS National Executive Council
TO SCRUTINISE / NOTE
Officer Report
Kanja Ibrahim Sesay
Outcomes and Outputs
My Top priorities since the last NEC

Black Representation

Stop and Search

Black Students Summer Conference
Hate Crime Report

What changes I have achieved or rights I have
defended for students and students’ unions in
these areas
Over the next coming months we will be entering
the election session, as part of our commitment to
increasing Black representation the campaign will
be supporting Black students in their elections. As
well as promoting and supporting events and
initiatives that increases Black representation.
Black representation needs to be a commitment
for all section of our National Union not just for
our campaign. The lack of representation has a
massive impact on the experience of Black
students but also in wider society.
Over the last few weeks and month the issue of
Stop and Search, has been heavily discussed. We
welcomed the Metropolitan police decisions to not
only ‘slashed’ the number of stop and search but
also to continue Stop and Account. Issues which
this campaign has continues be very vocal about.
We have been working with other organisation
such as StopWatch to bring this issue to the wider
public. A serious of articles have appear in media
more recently the article on the 14 January
http://www.guardian.co.uk/law/2012/jan/14/stopsearch-racial-profilingpolice?fb=native&CMP=FBCNETTXT9038
However, there are other sections and powers of
the law, which continues to disproportionately
affect Black people, such as schedule 7.
We are organising the next conference. We will
provide more information in due time.
This report will provide a great deal of insight into
hate crime and incidents, and how it impacts on
Black students

Other achievements of my Zone/Section/Campaign/Nation
Candle March for Anuj Bidve
Anniversary of Guantanamo Bay Rally
Occupy London Martin Luther King Day

My outputs since the last NEC (meetings / actions attended)
28th Cambridge Union: Diversity in Politics debate, a discussion to highlight the issues
surround diversity in politics and ways and in which we can collectively increases Black
representation.
1sT December: Bradford Rosa Parks Symposium- to celebrate the life of a great woman,
this event was also to celebrate and investigate the 2011 as the Year of People of African
Decent.
LSESU “19 years after Stephen Lawrence: The nature of racism today.
For the latest news follow @NUSNEC and visit www.nusconnect.org.uk/nusnec

Meeting with Shine Media: to discuss the creation of a mentoring programme to Black
students interested in journalism. This programme aims to increase Black representation in
journalism by 50% over the next five years.
UAF committee meeting, to discuss and plan the UAF conference in February.
Meeting the organiser for Coming together London, to discuss how NUS can be involve in
the programme and their event on the 4th February 2012
Discussion with Afroterminal.com- aim to create a forum for Black students, and discuss how
BSC can support and promote this idea.
Plans before the next meeting
Between now and the next NEC, we plan to achieve:
My Priority area before the next NEC
What I hope to achieve
Hate Crime Report
Release this report and ensure unions
implement some of the findings from the
report.
Committee Meeting
The NUS Black Students Committee will be
meeting to discuss the year ahead, and
discuss various other issues
Organising the Summer Conference
Ensure to confirm the venue and the dates
Membership Engagement
Since the last NEC meeting, I have undertaken some union visits and attended a number of
events to engage with the membership
Union / event visited
Cambridge SU

Purpose / Issues arising
Diversity in Politics event

Bradford SU

FOSIS Winter conference

Kent SU

First Black Students Forum meeting

Media Engagement and External Relations
Meetings attended and media appearances made
BBC London- 1st January Responding to Oxford University accepting 32 Black students for
undergraduate study this year, the highest number in 10 years
Brunel Student Newspaper: Responding to the article’ White Students Need not Apply’, a
student wrote an article attacking our ‘because’ poster.
Huddersfield Student Newspaper: defending the campaigns ‘because’.
BBC Radio 5 live: Responding to the discussion regarding the tweet by Diane Abbot

Issues
During this period I have become aware of the following issues not recorded elsewhere
N/A
Declaration of Gifts, Hospitality and Interests
N/A

For the latest news follow @NUSNEC and visit www.nusconnect.org.uk/nusnec

NEC/16I/12
NUS National Executive Council
TO SCRUTINISE / NOTE
Officer Report
Rupy Kaur, National Disabled Students’ Officer
Outcomes and Outputs
Although the Campaign has achieved the below, I was on statutory sick leave for 2 weeks. Due
to unforeseen circumstances, I have also now successfully recruited another PA.
My Top priorities since the last NEC

Promoting Disabled History Month

Prep for Disabled Activist Days

Prep for Mental Health Days

Disabled History Month and Mental Health
Toolkits
Promoting Hate Crime report

What changes I have achieved or rights I have
defended for students and students’ unions in
these areas
Encouraging unions to run events, first ever
DHM so organising and promoting, visiting
unions, encouraging them to take active lead
on disability
Ran first Activist Day, second the campaign
has ever done, formed strong links with
external organisations such as DAN, Common
Purpose and the Barred campaign, provided
students with encouragement and confidence
to tackle disability issues and become future
leaders within their union
To be run end of Jan/start of Feb, raising
awareness of mental health issues, liaising
with other campaigns, liaising with mental
health organisations, promotion through social
media and blog writing. This was a priority in
terms of the Disabled Students’ Campaign,
Liberation Campaigns and Welfare Zone
Helping comms team with information, liaising
with unions, first toolkits to be produced
Shocking statistics in report, raising
awareness of the existence of disabilism,
working with the EHRC to take research
forwards

Other achievements of my Zone/Section/Campaign/Nation
Liaising with Poland over their recent HE reform, who are grasping onto concepts such as
mental health issues and accessibility. They are also looking into securing funding for disabled
students.
Access Challenge numbers is gaining more and more interest, and more and more institutions
are getting involved. I estimate that there are now about 90 unions involved!
We had a Committee Meeting and team-building Christmas celebrations.
Making preparations for Disabled Students’ Conference: writing motions; preparing workshops;
liaising with external organisations to invite; gathering momentum on the ground.
Forming a good relationship with ALLFIE (Alliance for Inclusive Education).
Proactively engaging with the sporting world, finding opportunities and assistance for sports
sabbs and officers to make activities fully accessible and exciting.
Attending and speaking at Bolton University: Disability Awareness Day.

Attending and speaking at The University of Bedfordshire’s Disability History Month event and
Liz Crow installation.
Liaising one-on-one with individual student and union cases re confidential issues.

My outputs since the last NEC (meetings / actions attended)
Meeting with Together-UK to work collaboratively.
Meeting with National Deaf Children’s Society.
Meeting with Deloitte.
Meeting with ParalympicsGB (Parasport).
EHRC: Manifesto for Change Consultation event to bring education onto the agenda.

Plans before the next meeting
Between now and the next NEC, we plan to achieve:
My Priority area before the next NEC
What I hope to achieve
Roundtable event for Personal Care Campaign Open the minister’s eyes on the real issues
that disabled students face on the ground and
how our aims also fit into his widening
participation agenda and to try and secure
funding for the National Advocacy Service.
The Access Challenge
Encouraging people to apply for the first ever
‘Most Improved Accessibility’ award.
Recruiting numbers for second Disabled
Giving students and officers the tools and
Activist Day and second Mental Health Day
knowledge to run their own successful
campaigns and how to get involved in our
priority campaigns, and to launch the first
ever Mental Health toolkit.
Mobilising students for Disabled Students’
This will be the first contested election in four
Conference 2012
years, so I am hoping that this will be one of
the largest conferences to be seen, and there
is no greater time to meet to challenge the
cuts disabled people face.
Challenging disabilism on the ground
To highlight to student unions through blogs
and through our Activist Days why disabilism
is a serious issue and how certain language
adopted reinforces prejudice and disability
hate crime.

Membership Engagement
Since the last NEC meeting, I have undertaken some union visits and attended a number of
events to engage with the membership
Union / event visited
The University of Bedfordshire

Purpose / Issues arising
Disability History Month

The University of Bolton

Disability Awareness Day

Media Engagement and External Relations
Meetings attended and media appearances made
Interviewed by The Guardian in relation to the cuts and how they are affecting disabled
students.
Appeared in The Times Higher Education supplement, regarding disability hate crime in a
student context.

Issues
During this period I have become aware of the following issues not recorded elsewhere
It is with great sadness that I am currently speaking to the Solidarity for Palestine Campaign
with regards to using inappropriate and offensive language towards disabled people. I will be
writing a statement shortly to address the campaign’s concerns.
Declaration of Gifts, Hospitality And Interests
Free stationery at NSPCC Safeguarding event.
Some sweets from Bedford.
Some sandwiches from Bolton.

NEC/16Jk/12
NUS National Executive Council
TO NOTE
Officer Report
Vicki Baars and Alan Bailey
Outcomes and Outputs
My Top priorities since the last NEC

Sports Priority campaign

What changes I have achieved or rights I have
defended for students and students’ unions in
these areas
Project aims, outcomes and outputs have
been circulated round interested parties.
Steering group for the project has met and
focus groups are being planned following on
from focus groups that were held at activist
days.

Schools Priority campaign

Investigating potential funding from partners
involved in the project.
Venue for a planned training event has been
sourced, currently try to secure funding to
subsidise delegates travel.
At activist days we collected contacts from
LGBT groups who are interested in being part
of the pilot group who will then be delegates
at the above training event.

NUS LGBT Conference

Unfortunately first draft of the briefing is not
yet competed but is underway.
The venue had now been confirmed, the
agenda is currently being drawn together and
meetings are underway in terms of
sponsorship. We’re also working to promote
the motions deadline and encouraging people
to use the

Other achievements of or Campaign
Signed the governments Charter for Action against Homophobia and Transphobia in Sport.

Our outputs since the last NEC (meetings / actions attended)
*FE Liberation event planning day.
*NUS LGBT Committee meeting
*Convenors meeting
*Meeting with Stonewall about plans for Gaybydegree.
*Meeting with Stonewall about their planned international work.
*Equal marriage reception in the Scottish Parliament
* Stonewall ‘Education for all’ meeting
* Meeting with Equality and Diversity officer at Reading University to plan LGBT workshop for
university staff.

For the latest news follow @NUSNEC and visit www.nusconnect.org.uk/nusnec

Plans before the next meeting
Between now and the next NEC, we plan to achieve:
My Priority area before the next NEC
What I hope to achieve
Sports priority campaign
Steering group and reference group of broad
stakeholders now in place. First few focus
group dates organised and potential support
with data analysis to do a short statistical
survey from Brunel.
Schools priority campaign
Have a confirmed date for Schools training
event, and first draft agenda completed.
LGBT History month
To be prepared for LGBT History month, our
resources on LGBT History month well
publicised, and to have a number visits to
events at SU’s booked in.
NUS LGBT Conference
Hopefully to have secured some funded for
the conference and anniversary celebrations.

Membership Engagement
Since the last NEC meeting, I have undertaken some union visits and attended a number of
events to engage with the membership
Union / event visited
UEL

Purpose / Issues arising
Out in Sport research project

Brunel

Referendum and meet up with LGBT society

Reading

ran elections workshop LGBT students

Media Engagement and External Relations
Meetings attended and media appearances made
Bent magazine article written

Issues
During this period we have become aware of the following issues not recorded elsewhere

Declaration of Gifts, Hospitality And Interests
none

For the latest news follow @NUSNEC and visit www.nusconnect.org.uk/nusnec

NEC/16L/12
NUS National Executive Council
TO NOTE
Officer Report
Estelle Hart
Outcomes and Outputs
My Top priorities since the last NEC

I WILL Residential

I WILL work with FOSIS

Pole-fitness societies briefing

What changes I have achieved or rights I have
defended for students and students’ unions in
these areas
Held a successful residential event. Outcomes
included the need to ensure the programme
reaches a diversity of women students.
Hopefully the inclusion of a women in
leadership masterclass in the ODP programme
will compliment this event in the future
2 steering meetings one with Muslim women
students and one with Muslim women involved
in leadership and community work.
Agenda now finalised.
This is one of the issues I’m contacted most
frequently about. We have produced a
comprehensive briefing in tackling this
problem on campuses

Other achievements of my Zone/Section/Campaign/Nation
We have been invited to contribute to the Labour Party’s policy Labour Party’s Consultation on
Women’s Personal Safety and Security, Every woman safe everywhere, chaired by Vera Baird.
This has been a chance to push forward the recommendations made in the Hidden Marks
report, particularly around institutional VAW policies.
We have responded to the government consultation on stalking, our view is clear that stalking
should be a separate criminal offense as in Scotland. We have also raised concerns that
despite incidences of stalking being significantly higher in the student population there is no
discussion of students in the government’s current plans.
It’s also worth noting that a project supported by the NUS women’s campaign on researching
students in sex work has received funding (the funding is to look specifically at this in Wales)
My outputs since the last NEC (meetings / actions attended)
Attended a demonstration re Nadine Dorries’ proposals to introduce abstinence based sex
education in schools
Plans before the next meeting
Between now and the next NEC, we plan to achieve:
My Priority area before the next NEC
What I hope to achieve
Preparation for women’s conference
Agenda planned for women’s conference and a
push for delegates.
Guide to international women’s day events
Guide for unions on what events are
happening, how to run events, idea for
campaigning

Membership Engagement
Since the last NEC meeting, I have undertaken some union visits and attended a number of
events to engage with the membership
Union / event visited
Reading

Purpose / Issues arising
Why to run for women’s officer session

For the latest news follow @NUSNEC and visit www.nusconnect.org.uk/nusnec

Phone calls with various women’s officers and
women officers

Issues in unions ranging for sexism in the
work place to pole dancing

Media Engagement and External Relations
Meetings attended and media appearances made
Lead story on 5 Live re students turning to sex work to funding study. This story was also one
of the top stories on Radio One Newsbeat, one of the most read on the BBC news site and
mentioned in the majority of national newspapers including a 100 word comment piece from
me in The Sun (not on page 3) and local radio.
Issues
During this period I have become aware of the following issues not recorded elsewhere

Declaration of Gifts, Hospitality And Interests

For the latest news follow @NUSNEC and visit www.nusconnect.org.uk/nusnec

NEC/16M/12
NUS National Executive Council
Officer Report Christina Yan Zhang^_^
Outcomes and Outputs
My priorities
since last NEC

What changes I have achieved or rights I have defended for students and students’ unions in
these areas

Immigration
1. Immigration, Economic Growth, Youth Unemployment
At the Oxford University COMPAS (Centre on Migration, Policy and Society) briefing event, I gave a contribution
to propose a solution to address the issues of immigration, economic growth and youth unemployment. The
proposal was well received by the panel and audience alike. Professor Bernard Silverman FRS, Home Office
Chief Scientific Adviser, who advises the Home Secretary and all Home Office Ministers on all Home Office
Business, such as Immigration therefore request to meet me to discuss my proposal and address the issues.

Internationalising Students Union
1. NUS/UKCISA Internationalising Students Union Networking
We hold a successful Internationalising Students Union Networking in Dec, 2011 to showcase the great
achievement of NUS, UKCISA and all 40 students unions to better support international students while globalise
all UK students experience. We have more than 60 officers and staff attend it.
2. Internatinoalisation Awards and Awards Ceremony
The first ever Internationalisation Awards and Awards Ceremony were successfully held to celebrate the good
work students union have been doing on globalise all students experience and support international students.
We have more than 70 entries from 36 students union to enter 13 different categories. Sectors leaders in the
UK, such as UUK, AoC, UKCISA, British Council, Guild HE think highly of the achievement of NUS.
3. Internatinoalisation Campaign Toolkit
The NUS/UKCISA Internationalising Students Union campaign toolkit is officially launched. Hard copies are sent
out to all students unions in the UK, helping them to globalise all students’ experience.
4. Supporting International Students, Training Materials for Delivery in Students’ Unions
We launched the online training materials for students union to better support international students.

Global Future
1. Global Future bulletin on Supporting International Students During Christmas
I produce a briefing to students union, universities, colleges on how to better support international students
during Christmas holiday. The feedback we got from students union and the UK education sector has been
overwhelming positive.
2. HEA/ NUS Australian Students Union Leaders Visit
I successfully get the support from Craig Mahoney, Chief Executive, HEA, to support NUS Global Future
Campaign and develop more joint initiatives between NUS and HEA on Internationalisation.
Eight students unions in the UK successfully host a group of Australian Students Union Leaders during their 5
days UK visit to share best practice and promote further partnerships between both sides.
3. I have promoted:
 Study China Programme which send 200 UK students in Easters to China with UK government funding.
 US Government Fulbright Commission Funded 6 Weeks Summer Scholars Programme

EuroFuture Campaign
1. European Students Union FINST Project Consultation
NUS UK orgnaised the ESU Financing Students Future Project (Finst) Project in Liverpool in Nov, with 60 delegates
from across Europe attend this important discussion. Delegates discussed how their universities are funded in each
EU countries and how the 9000 pound fee in the UK could impact on funding system of universities across Europe.
As Chair for NUS UK European Co-ordination Group, I joined Chair Of ESU and expert from European Commission
to open this exciting conference, welcome all the EU delegates to the UK.

Global Employability
1. International Students Employability Survey
With the great support from my fantastic committee, we are working across the UK Education sector(eg. UUK,
Association of Colleges, UKCISA, Guild HE), leading national organisations such Association of Graduate Careers
Advisory Services (AGCAS), National Association of Student Employment Services (NASES), Higher Education
Careers Services Unit(HECU) etc to develop the first ever NUS survey on International Students Employability.

For the latest news follow @NUSNEC and visit www.nusconnect.org.uk/nusnec

The aim is to collect evidence to better lobby government, employers, UK Education institutions to provide
better support to international students on employability related issues after the cancellation of Post Study
Work visa as well as to influence new immigration rules such as the introduction of the Students Entrepreneur
Scheme which will be launch soon.
2. BIS/UUK Business Involvement and Employability Experts Group
I am sitting on this group to discuss how to enhance the global employability of UK students through promoting
more study/volunteer/ work opportunities overseas for them, or make friends locally with their international
students friends.
3. British Council “World of Opportunities” Report Launch
Vince Cable did the keynote speech at this important event highlight how the government is committed to
promote more UK students outward mobility to generate economic growth.
I sat on the panel to discuss what the UK Education Sector, business, government should do together to
enhance the global employability of UK students and generate economic growth.
4. Ed Miliband IPPR event on Economic Growth
I asked Ed a question on global employability of UK students after his keynote speech at IPPR event on 24th
Nov, 2011 ahead of the autumn statement by the Chancellor. He agreed with me and highlighted that it was
important to urge all UK students to learn foreign language as early as possible. Also, he said that more should
be done by universities and colleges to cultivate highly skilled British workers who have global mindsets for
British industry to compete globally.
5. I have promoted:

The Japanese Government and British Council orgnaised “Experience Japan” Exhibition in London which
introduce opportunities for students to study and work in the UK.

The Japan Exchange and Teaching Programme which recruit English language speakers to teach English in
Japan while enhance their global employability.

Other achievements of my Zone/Section/Campaign/Nation

Hold a committee skype meetings

Committee members help to put the NUS International Students Employability survey together
My






outputs since the last NEC (meetings / actions attended)
Attended BIS/UUK Business Involvement and Employability Experts Group
Attended Support Group on Commonwealth Scholarship and Fellowship Plan
Attended UKCISA Board Meeting
Attended QAA Students Sounding Board
Spoke at Commonwealth Commission annual reception to welcome 250 commonwealth scholars
from 54 countries

Plans before the next meeting
My Priority area before the next NEC
Educating International Students
Support Students at Overseas Campus
Support International Students during Crisis

What I hope to achieve
Get the working group set up and get it going
Get the working group set up and get it going
Get the working group set up and get it going

Membership Engagement
Union / event visited
Newman
Coventry
Staffordshire

Purpose / Issues arising
International week
Discuss Internationalisation
talk about Global Employability

Media Engagement and External Relations
Guardian online chat “Support International Students for better experience ”
Issues
During this period I have become aware of the following issues not recorded elsewhere
n/a
Declaration of Gifts, Hospitality And Interests
Attend Times Higher Education Awards 2011

For the latest news follow @NUSNEC and visit www.nusconnect.org.uk/nusnec

NEC/16N/12
NUS National Executive Council
TO SCRUTINISE / NOTE
Officer Report
Georgios Charonis
Dante Micheaux
Outcomes and Outputs
My Top priorities since the last NEC

Launch of PGT fees campaign pack

What changes I have achieved or rights I
have defended for students and students’
unions in these areas
Urging students’ unions to fight against
increasing PGT fees locally

Other achievements of my Zone/Section/Campaign/Nation

My outputs since the last NEC (meetings / actions attended)
Australian Postgraduate annual conference (over Skype) to update on current developments
regarding PGs in the UK.
Sector conference on the PGT experience.
Sections NEC members’ meeting, to discuss a joint approach in engaging with the membership
throughout the course of the year.
ESU Financing the Students’ Future (FinSt) Consultations Seminar: to obtain stakeholder views
of HE financing as well as input from ESU members on FinSt project deliverables to date.
ESU Bologna with Students’ Eyes 2012 authors’ meeting: to make progress on upcoming ESU
publication and discuss/get input on HE financing chapter.
Plans before the next meeting
Between now and the next NEC, we plan to achieve:
My Priority area before the next NEC
What I hope to achieve
Hold successful PG committee meeting and
Gathering input from members on situation
focus group on Information, Advice &
with regards to IAG for PGs, as well as
Guidance
recommendations/input for our work on IAG
(priority for Spring)
PG elections workshop at Reading SU
Speak to prospective PG officers about NUS PG
campaign and running to represent PGs locally

Membership Engagement
Since the last NEC meeting, I have undertaken some union visits and attended a number of
events to engage with the membership
Union / event visited
NUS Internationalisation Networking day

London Postgraduate Network

Purpose / Issues arising
Workshop on PG internationals, to obtain
initial input from membership in advance of
PG/International-specific event in March 2012
Bringing together unions and postgraduates in
London to discuss PG matters

Media Engagement and External Relations
Meetings attended and media appearances made

Issues
During this period I have become aware of the following issues not recorded elsewhere

Declaration of Gifts, Hospitality And Interests

NEC/16Q/12
NUS National Executive Council
TO NOTE
Officer Report
Adrianne Peltz NUS-USI
Outcomes and Outputs
My Top priorities since the last NEC

Tenancy deposit scheme

EMA campaign
Northern Ireland Ombudsman

Dept Education Schools Council inquiry

FE Mapping
Teacher Training Numbers

QUB Stranmillis Merger

What changes I have achieved or rights I have
defended for students and students’ unions in
these areas
Lobbied for shceme with DSD and DEL
committee, survey conducted and
Parliamentary research group to examine
effects on tenants. NUS-USI to give
presentation to DSD in 6 weeks time.
Continue lobbying and survey to go live next
week.
NUS-USI recommendations accepted,
Independent Adjudication to implemented in
Sept 12.
DE has commission report into School
Councils, NUS-USI submitting evidence and
presenting to DE committee re benefits of
Councils. DE is keen to expand this area.
Currently carrying out mapping exercise and
SLA review with FEC’s.
Independent review into Teacher training
numbers and equality of access to inform
future NUS-USI Policy
Currently advising on QUBSU and Stranmillis
SU merger process.

Other achievements of my Zone/Section/Campaign/Nation
*Working with the Association for Higher Education Access and Disabilities on access to
teacher training for students with disabilities, and enhancing professional experiences.
* Secured funding for Please Talk Campaign in NI via Irish HEC
* Survey for OYM complete with final report ready for board submission
My outputs since the last NEC (meetings / actions attended)
• DUP Conference- Lobbying First Minster
• Final Ceremony for Mary McAleese (Irish President)- Lobbying Sinn Fein

Plans before the next meeting
Between now and the next NEC, we plan to achieve:
My Priority area before the next NEC
What I hope to achieve
Working with DEL on the Apprentice of the
Year Awards 2012
ICT Taskforce
DEL dissolution
Youth Unemployment
Review of Health and Social care Bursaries

Membership Engagement
Since the last NEC meeting, I have undertaken some union visits and attended a number of
events to engage with the membership
Union / event visited
12/12/11 All FE and HE Unions

Purpose / Issues arising
NUS-USI regional Council

5/12/11 Northern Regional College

Delivering Training to Officers

13/12/11 Northern Regional College

FE Graduation Ceremony

20/12/11 QUQSU and UUSU

SLTA Meeting

06/01/12 QUBSU

Meeting with Welfare officer re EMA and
Student Housing
Student Forum re Academic Representation

10/01/12 SERC
11/01/12 Northern/ North West Regional
College
13-14/01/12 USI National Council in
Waterford , Ireland
18/01/12 USI Special Congress

Student Stakeholders meeting & learner Voice
Conference Planning Session
Democratic Meeting/ National Council
Constitutional Amendments

Media Engagement and External Relations
Meetings attended and media appearances made
• 30/11/11 SHAC Board Meeting
• 12/12/11 Include Youth Justice Review
• 19/12/11 NUS-USI Lay Advisory Board meeting
• 14/12/12 EGSANI and Lloyds Money for Life meeting
• 10/010/12 GM Meeting
• 12/01/12 Trilateral ( Tele conference)
• 13/01/12 Higher Education Steering Group
• 17/01/12 Review of HSC Bursary Steering Group meeting
• 18/01/12 Please Talk Committee Meeting

Issues
During this period I have become aware of the following issues not recorded elsewhere
• Announcement by OFMDFM that DEL will be merged into DETI and DE in May
• LSDANI has been redundant, after report by PWC stating no longer economically viable
• Review of GCSE’s to be published in January after consultation during December
• Youth Unemployment Figures have risen in NI, however female unemployment has
risen sharply
• Education and Skills Authority implementation plan has been halted due to funding
problems

Declaration of Gifts, Hospitality And Interests
*Dinner with UUP MLA
*Lunch with Sinn Fein MLA
*Gift from Northern Regional College (Framed art)
*Tickets to Daily Mirror Ball

NEC/16R/12
NUS National Executive Council
TO NOTE
Officer Report Jan 2012
Luke Young, NUS Wales President (on behalf of NUS Wales)
Outcomes and Outputs
Our Top priorities since the last
NEC
Students’ Union Funding

Merger and Collaboration (HE)

Further Education Governance review
in Wales. (separate from governance in
England)

Further Education Union Development

Private Rented Sector Steering Group

Applying for funding from the Welsh
Government to develop work around
the Hidden Marks recommendations.
Partnership project to find out the
causes of students entering sex work
and provide support.

What changes we have achieved or rights we
have defended for students and students’
unions in these areas
Working towards a Wales-wide agreement on the
funding of effective Students’ Unions. A paper
outlining support for core SU activities is currently
out for consultation. This will have a sea change
effect for unsupported SUs. This was also one of the
key themes of the NUSW President’s speech to
Wales’ Vice Chancellors.
The Education Minister has given a statement on the
future of Wales’ HE institutions. NUSW is concerned
by the talk of ‘forced mergers’ in S.E. Wales.
Students have the right to be involved in the
decisions that affect their education and this is a
case that we have been making.
College student Governors will be protected in the
new structure with reserved places. Gov has also
accepted NUSW’s call for gender balancing of trustee
boards. We shared UCU’s concern that there will be
no reserved places for FE Staff on the Boards.
Student Governors Training and preparing for the
first FE Leadership Wales event. There have also
been various meetings with member institutions on
how to support Learner Voice.
Invited to represent students on the steering group
that was established to discuss what will be included
in the new WG Housing bill. The housing bill includes
a compulsory landlord and letting agent accreditation
scheme.
We won £25,000 of funding, to develop cross
institutional policies (recommendation of HM) with a
new member of staff and pilot Universities and
unions.
We won £500,000 for a 3 year project that will start
with initial research in the new academic year.
Working with researchers at Swansea University in
partnership with the THT and Newport Film School to
secure funding for a project to find out the causes of
students entering sex work and provide support.

Other achievements of my Zone/Section/Campaign/Nation include but not limited to:
• Began preparatory work on the NUS Wales White Paper.
• Working with SUs to promote Varsity tournaments and highlight the positive benefits of
sports and student activities.
• Meeting with Jeff Cuthbert (Deputy minister for skills) Discussing funding for SU's in
Wales, FE complaints procedures and apprentices.
• Meeting with John Greystone (Chief Exec Colleges Wales) Discussing Safeguarding and
FE complaints procedures.

•
•

Yale college Affiliation meeting (one of only two colleges not affiliated in Wales)
NUS Wales Alcohol Project training in pilot universities.

Our outputs since the last NEC (meetings / actions attended) include but not limited to:
• Keynote speech to Wales Vice Chancellors/Deputy VCs/ Pro-VCs on Students as
Partners, Effective funding for SUs, future challenges. This was followed with a Q&A
session with LY over dinner.
• #Nov30. NUS Wales supported the day of action on November 30th. The NUSW FTOs
were at the Cardiff march/rally. Wales NEC members were at events around the nation.
• Student-led teaching awards, Wales regional event.
• NUS Wales President attended Trustee Board of Coleg Cymraeg Cenedlaethol (CCC)
• Meeting with Vice Chancellor of Glyndwr University to discuss student engagement.
Plans before the next meeting
Between now and the next NEC, we plan to achieve:
Our Priority area before the next NEC
What we hope to achieve
•
•
•
•
•
•

FE Leadership Wales - First designated FE leadership training course delivered in
Wales.
Re-launch of Wales Initiative for Student Engagement (WISE). – NUS Wales
president to host joint event with Education Minister in February.
Development of NUS Wales White Paper.
Running 'I will lead the way' training days in at least 5 Unions across Wales in the
build up the local union elections.
Build up to Local Council Elections in May.
NUS Wales Events review consultation. Following on from Council mandate, our
events are being reviewed and the membership will be consulted.
& other areas

Membership Engagement
Since the last NEC meeting, we have undertaken some union visits and attended a number of
events to engage with the membership
Union / event visited
Purpose / Issues arising
1. Trinity St David’s SU AGM
1. Chaired meeting and then spoke about on NUS.
Strong turnout.
2. International
Students
2. Excellent event with over 200 international
Christmas dinner
students who stayed at Swansea Uni over
Christmas.
3. NUSW
Student
Governor
3. That Student Governors are amazing and the
Training
Government was right to protect them.
4. Brunel Referendum

4. Campaign for Brunel students to say YES TO
NUS.
5. NUSW President invited to hear issues affecting
Jewish students

5. UJS Annual Conference

6. Muslim
Dinner

Council

of

Wales

6. Carrying on longstanding work with ISocs and
Muslim organisations in South Wales.

Media Engagement and External Relations
Regular TV interviews, Radio Debates, press quotes and comments on a number of issues
including:
•
•
•
•

Various bits of media work and quotes for relevant NUS related activity.
NUSW Pres guest on BBC Radio Wales debate on prison reform.
TV & radio interviews on UCAS admissions cycle.
Introduction of a Core/Margin system in Wales. (Very different model to England)

•

BBC Wales Online, Western mail, Evening Post, Bay Radio, Capital Fm, Real Radio (
all on the funding win for the Student sex work research)

Issues
During this period we have become aware of the following issues not recorded elsewhere
Declaration of Gifts, Hospitality And Interests
• LY – Dinner with Higher Education Wales.
• LY- Muslim Council of Wales Dinner.
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`meeting of:

Communications and Scrutiny

place:

NUS HQ

date and time:

14th October 2011, 8am

Present:
Members:

Name

Chair

Matt East
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Jean McLean (JMC)
Simon Rayner (SR)
Toni Pearce (TP)
Christina Yan Zhang (CYZ)
Matt East (ME)
Jo Oliver (JO)

Absent:
Usman Ali (UA)

1. Terms of Reference

•

Due to the key priorities for the committee for the next year, it was important to
review the membership and TOR for the committee.

•

It was agreed the committee should be made up of the following, with a quoracy
of 25%

2 NUS VP
1 Liberation,
1 Section,
1 FE and 1 HE officer (rolling),
2 Councillors,
2 Nation Full Time Officers (ex-officio),
2 Marketing + Communications staff
2 further positions as appropriate (both Ex-Officio)

ACTION: To be agreed at the next NEC

minutes
2. NUS Digital

•

SR gave a brief overview of the NUS Digital Project, and the aims for the
organisation.

•

The committee felt that the Unions involved in the pilot weren’t broad enough,
particularly as none are FE. Definitely needs FE representation. The committee
also felt the project needed to be thinking of FE needs, not considering them to
be simply smaller HE Unions, and the project needed to consider bespoke needs
from the FE sector from the start.

•

The committee felt more information was needed about the key areas and aims of
the project

•

ACTION: ME to Doug Tomlinson to attend the next meeting, and give a
more comprehensive report on the project.

3. Brand review

•

An overview of the project was given

•

It was noted that CSG would need to report to NEC about the Brand Review in the
future.

•

The committee felt it was essential this project was undertaken and that the
committee had regular updates on the progression

•

It was noted that key findings would be collated by the new year, and would be
reported at earliest possible point.

•

ACTION: ME to make permanent item on the agenda, and request update
on current findings for next meeting.

4. Communications in the Nations

•

Overall communications reporting through connect is looking good.

•

We need to identify what the issues are before we can discuss the issues in more
detail.

•

CSG will ask Nations officers to attend (via Video Conference) to discuss further.
This is also reflected in the updated TOR.

•

Action: ME to liaise with JMC to discuss surveying membership/officers
in the nations

minutes
5. Items for next meeting

•

CRM (Customer Relations Management)

•

Brand Review (permanent item)

•

Digital Project (permanent Item)

•

Non-Affiliate Strategy

6. Date of next meeting

TBC

minutes
`meeting of:

Communications and Scrutiny

place:

NUS HQ

date and time:

21st November 2011, 9am
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Present:
Members:

Name

Chair

Matt East (ME)

Jean McLean (JMC)
Simon Rayner (SR)
Toni Pearce (TP)
Usman Ali (UA)
Doug Tomlinson (DT, Part)
Dan Higgins (DH)
Christina Yan Zhang (CYZ)
Jo Oliver (JO)

Apologies:
Christina Yan Zhang (CYZ)
Joe Oliver (JO)
1. Actions from Previous meeting

•

JMC attended meetings in nations discussing communications. Currently there
isn’t the capacity to do work around communications and are happy for NUS UK
to progress as they are, and will input to discussions as they progress

2. ES8 Enabling Strategy

•
•

The updated ES8 Strategy was circulated, but is still work in progress
The committee commented this was a much better version than the previously
circulated version, but still more work needs to be done promoting involvement
around working with local unions, rather than attending Unions simply at
referenda. It was felt amongst the national membership many are not visited
unless a referenda is threatened.

minutes
•

•

•

•

Monitoring interaction with NUS is key, which is the drive behind the FPOC, NEC
rep etc. it is recognised that the communication channels with NEC and local
unions is still not a perfect system.
The committee felt the ES8 Strategy needed to have more around FE involvement
and enabling. Although it is very unlikely a Referenda would be held in the
majority of FE Unions, this is no reason to not consider the action.
It was felt more work was still needed around promoting what Unions get from
affiliation JMC and DH highlighted there is currently a project being undertaken
around “introduction to the movement” for new officers. The committee also felt
this should be expanded to work for student reps.
ACTION: JMC to collate information about what we are doing for new
officers/ staff.

3. CRM Update

•
•
•
•
•

•

Replacing the current CRM was approved by NUSSL Board in October
The new system will allow for simple integration of current data to new system
(including combining FE and HE systems)
Integrated by end of December, with training
New CRM will mop up all the current databases into one place, and will allow for
incorporation of data that currently isn’t there (for example, C+S members etc)
This is essential for the digital project so we can effectively communicate with
members who currently aren’t engaging, this will also aid targeted
communications in the future.
ACTION: Doug Tomlinson or Andy Goodhall to come to next meeting if
needed.

4. NUS Digital

•
•
•

An update on the progression of the project was circulated
It was felt that those involved in the testing/ pilot roll out were not diverse
enough, and it was essential to include FE representation in the pilot group.
ACTION: TP or Gareth Lindop to liaise with DT about FE Unions getting
involved in the project.

5. Brand Alignment

•
•
•
•
•

Colleagues from Brand reviewers joined the meeting.
NFP had held numerous focus groups with students, staff, and external
stakeholders since being appointed as brand researchers.
The data was not ready for wider circulation as the research was not entirely
collated. Some key findings so far were discussed though.
The committee were not surprised by any of the key highlights, but felt many
findings needed fast action once research was completed
ACTION: ME to bring research to NEC once completed report is presented

National Conference 2012 | “One Member” One Vote Group
“One Member” One Vote Group

NEC/16W/12

At National Conference 2011 a motion to alter the voting system for the National President and
vice-presidents fell. However, Liam Burns the National President asked the Chief Returning
Officer (CRO) to investigate the reasons for the calling of the motions, the feasibility of election
by one student member (OMOV) for each vote rather than by delegations from students’
unions. As such the CRO set up a ‘task and finish’ group to look at the issue.
Who sat on the group?
Chair:
Joe Oliver, (NEC) (3/3)
NEC members :
Mark Bergfeld (0/3), Michael Chessum (2/3)
Members from SUs: Josh Clare (3/3), Reni Eddo-Lodge (3/3), Jez Harvey (2/3), Jack
Matthews (3/3), Gareth Oughton (1/3), Tony Payne (2/3)
CRO appointee:
Colina Wright (2/3)
When did the group met?
The group met on the 21st September, 12th October and 16th November as well as running a
consultation with students’ unions at Union Development Zone Conference on Friday 28th
October.
Remit
• Consult with students’ union Officers, staff, and students on their views on this issue
• Consider the polling system that would be required to implement OMOV and consider its
security, fairness, accessibility, legal implications and cost
• Research the possibilities of carrying out ballots, consultations or policy debates online
• Consider the legitimacy issues of using union Delegates as voters in NUS Elections
• Consider the appropriateness of alternative systems from both a principled and practical
point of view
Findings
Consult with students’ union Officers, staff, and students on their views on this issue
As well as selecting a committee made up of these groups, the group ran a consultation
workshop at the Union Development Zone Conference that explored the issue of OMOV and
explored the ways unions and NUS can support the National election process.
Consider the polling system that would be required to implement OMOV and consider
its security, fairness, accessibility, legal implications and cost
Research the possibilities of carrying out ballots, consultations or policy debates
online
Across the student movement there remains a chronic lack of access to comprehensive
membership details. NUS estimate that only about a third of all students’ unions have access
to university of colleges database of students’ details. This access is even rarer within the
small and specialist and FE unions where suspicion often exists on the part of the parent
institution that the union does not have the systems or capacity or systems to handle the data
confidentially.
NUS commissioned Bates Wells & Braithwaite (BWB) to research the potential legal barriers
students’ unions face trying to persuade their parent institution to share their database of
student details with them. The law states that the first time a union uses the institutional data
they must offer an opt-out button so that unless the voting registration system is the first
mailing the union does it would not be able to be confident that a significant proportion of its
members have not already chosen to opt-out form the database.
Students are a highly mobile group that frequently change both their home and email
addresses maintaining any database to a degree of accuracy that would be satisfactory for a
vote registration is difficult and time consuming. The accuracy of many university and colleges
email database are not necessary good enough to be used for a voting system.

National Conference 2012 | “One Member” One Vote Group
University and colleges use different criteria to build their own databases than a student union
would if building their own membership databases. An institution may list the same student
against multiple courses, short courses and summer courses for example. This would present
a range of democratic challenges ensuring that student didn’t receive multiple vote options.
For these operational reasons the group found that the option of OMOV was not feasible in the
format proposed. The group were not ideological opposed to the idea and believed if the
infrastructure was in place the suggestion should be reconsidered.
Consider the legitimacy issues of using union Delegates as voters in NUS Elections
Consider the appropriateness of alternative systems from both a principled and
practical point of view
The panel talked at length about the legitimacy of delegate elections. Information on turnout in
elections at a student union level is not nationally collated but the group have asked for this to
occur. The group identified the importance of proper training being carried out by unions for
their delegates as well as the importance of cross campus elections to increase legitimacy.
It was noted that it was the property of the students’ union itself, not the democratic
procedures committee, to ensure that any delegates who were mandated to vote in a certain
fashion carried out their union’s wishes.
A number of proposals from the group were suggested as outlined below
NUS should
• Student media should be given the ability to question presidential and vice-presidential
candidates at the point of candidature. This proposal has been accepted by the Chief
Returning Officer and will take place at the same point as the president and vice-president
candidate podcasts next year
• Encourage the monitoring of delegate elections by local students’ unions and national
sharing of this information with NUS
• Monitor how many students’ unions are denied access to their student data by institutions
and support sharing of this information from universities and colleges
• Support the use of student media in promoting NUS elections and discussing the
candidates for president and vice president
• Increase scrutiny of the ‘Block of Fifteen’ councillors by asking for responses to five
questions to be placed on the NUS website.
Students’ unions could
• Developed unions could hold a proper consultation with their electorate to inform their
delegates votes, at least first preferences, for candidates at National Conference
• Students’ union websites could include opinion polls on a number of issues and possibly
details of candidates themselves
• Students’ unions should ensure they are properly debating the issues discussed in
candidate manifestos to give a steer to their conference delegates votes
Democratic Procedures Committee (DPC) could
• Investigate timings at National Conference for vice president and ‘Block of Fifteen’
councillor scrutiny

NEC/16Y/12
Motions to NEC
Motion 1: Bahrain
Submitted by: Mark Bergfeld
Seconded by: Estelle Hart, James Haywood, Danielle Grufferty, Kanja Sesay, Alan Bailey,
Rachel Wenstone
NEC believes:
1. The partnership between University of Edinburgh and the Bahrain Ministry of Education
2. In the last year more than 55 people have been killed as Bahrain has sought to
suppress its pro-democracy movement
3. Higher Education has been particularly targeted in Bahrain
4. Hundreds of students and staff have been either sacked or expelled for being involved
in protests
5. On March 13, 2011 the government sent armed thugs into the University of Bahrain to
attack student protesters
6. Hundreds of students outside of Bahrain have had their scholarships removed due to
supporting the protests, including from the University of Edinburgh
7. British universities have a responsibility to not uphold partnerships with repressive
governments that have no respect for human rights i.e. LSE’s links with Gaddafi
8. The University of Edinburgh should end any partnership with the Bahrain government
NEC resolves:
1. NEC to send a letter of condemnation to the University of Edinburgh
2. to support any student protests at the University of Edinburgh regarding this issue
3. To send a letter to the government of Bahrain condemning the removal of students
participating in protesting and the attack on protests in Bahrain itself.

Motion 2: LED Motion
Submitted by: Estelle Hart
Seconded by: Danielle Grufferty, Kanja Sesay, Rupy Kaur, Vicki Baars, Alan Bailey

NEC Believes:
1. Although by no means the only measure of engagement in our democratic structures,
the number and diversity of candidates in elections for National Office is an important
factor in both our legitimacy and effectiveness.
2. At national conference 2011:
• 76% of candidates identified as white
• Of the full time officer positions 71% of sampled candidates defined as male and
just 29% as Female. Of the candidates sampled there were no women
respondents for National President, Vice President Welfare or Vice President
Higher Education.
• No candidates identified as bisexual or lesbian
3. Our election practices should seek to increase the diversity of candidates running for
National Office, not just in terms of liberation identities but also in socio-economic
background, type of institution and officer portfolios.
NEC Further believes:
1.
A new Chief Returning Officer has been appointed with significant experience in equality
and diversity issues. Although the NEC has no powers over the Chief Returning Officer, it is
right that the Council gives its opinion on priorities regarding election practices.
NEC Resolves
1. For the National President to write to the Chief Returning Officer expressing the above
beliefs and requesting research, action and proposals where the NEC has jurisdiction of
practices impacting on candidates standing for National Office.
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2. The President to make resources available in the short term to improve the diversity of
candidates in elections for National Office.
3. The President to write to students' unions encouraging members to consider standing in the
2012 elections.
Motion 3: Injunctions and occupations
Submitted by: Michael Chessum
Seconded by: Vicki Baars, James Haywood, Estelle Hart, Alan Bailey, Danielle Grufferty
NEC Believes:
2. That following an occupation of its campus around the November23rd day of action
called by the National Campaign Against Fees and Cuts, Birmingham University sought
and received an injunction banning all “occupation-style” protests from its campus for
one year.
3. That this injunction has been described as “aggressive and censorious” by Liberty and
Amnesty International
4. That Sheffield University has sought similar injunctions, but subsequently withdrew
them in the County Court following pressure from various groups, including the
students’ union.
5. That the National Campaign Against Fees and Cuts, along with Birmingham Defend
Education, have announced a national mobilisation on Birmingham University campus if
the injunction is not lifted.
NEC Further Believes:
1. That the kind of injunction obtained by Birmingham University is ultimately a threat to
all students’ right to protest.
2. That criminalising campus occupations per se is the moral equivalent of criminalising
strike action: students cannot withdraw their labour, and so withdraw space.
3. That there is now a move on a national level by university managements to use
injunctions and legal victimisation in an increasingly draconian way.
NEC Resolves:
1. To condemn the use of injunctions to criminalise peaceful campus occupations against
fees and cuts.
2. To give political support to the demonstration, currently scheduled for 15th February,
against the Birmingham injunction, and to advertise it to CMs and the press.
3. To formally ask Universities UK and other managerial bodies in HE to make clear what,
if any, guidance or advice is being given to university managements with regard to
campus occupations.
Motion 4: Save the Human Rights Act: Stop the British Bill of Rights
Submitted by: Danielle Grufferty
Seconded by: Lauren Crowley, Luke Young, Toni Pearce, Estelle Hart
NEC believes:
1. In fundamental human rights and freedoms - shared values that protect every member
of the human family and the society we seek to build together
2. In the UK the Human Rights Act protects everyone, but most importantly the most
vulnerable in society
3. The Human Rights Act has been often used to uphold strong public services to support
the most vulnerable
4. There are dangerous myths perpetrated by the right-wing press on the Human Rights
Act
5. In our response to the government’s consultation, NUS argued that the case has not
been made for a UK Bill of Rights, largely because we believe that the Human Rights
Act already serves the purposes for which this new bill is envisaged
6. A recent survey conducted by ComRes on behalf of Liberty identified that 96 per cent of
respondents were in favour of a law that protects rights and freedoms in Britain but
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only 9 per cent said that they remember ever having received or seen information from
the Government about such an Act
7. That if the Act was revoked, we would see further crackdown on the right to protest.
NEC resolves:
1. To campaign against the introduction of a UK Bill of Rights
2. To ensure the Human Rights Act is at the centre of the debate on the right to protest
3. For NUS to work with partners to campaign to broaden understanding, raise awareness,
and dispel the myths that surround the Human Rights Act
4. NUS should work to raise awareness and link this to the defence of citizenship
education and enrichment funding, relating it to how citizen’s rights are currently
protected in the UK
5. To support Liberty’s ‘Common Values’ campaign
6. To re-affiliate to Liberty UK.
Motion 5: PQA
Submitted by: Usman Ali
Seconded by: Luke Young, Kanja Sesay, Sophie Richardson, Rachel Wenstone, Matt East
NUS Believes:
1. The current application system is unfair and can be complicated. For example only 10
per cent of all A-level students have correctly predicted grades.
2. That research undertaken by UCAS has found that Level 3 learners are having to make
university choices too early.
3. That the 50,000 students who were placed through Clearing in 2011 were failed by the
system and suffered unnecessary stress and pressure in choosing their university place.
4. That the current system disproportionately benefits the more privileged prospective
students, particularly those studying A-levels in public schools and high-end
comprehensives, and disadvantages those from comprehensives in low participation
neighbourhoods, those studying in FE colleges/vocational learners, and those who have
no family history of higher education.
5. That adequate advice and guidance is a key feature of supporting university
applications.
6. Pressure on student places in higher education will continue and admissions will become
more rigid as the core/margin proposals are implemented.
7. The current UCAS system is not attractive to mature applicants.
NUS Further Believes:
1. Following over six months of research and consultation UCAS have proposed a range of
reforms to the admissions system, which are currently under formal consultation. The
system will be streamlined from 2014 and a new 'application with results' system is
proposed to start in 2016, allowing applicants to wait until they know their Level 3
results before choosing which institution to apply to.
2. The reforms proposed by UCAS introducing an application with results system are fairer
than the current system because the uncertainty caused by mis-predicted grades would
be removed and prospective students would be able to make more informed choices.
3. That proposed reforms can support widening access to higher education, but only as
one of a number of measures including the continued use of contextual data, ongoing
efforts in outreach and wholesale reform to IAG provision.
4. That proposals to reform the insurance choice do not currently offer the best options to
support students.
5. That the proposed system will mean a considerable amount of upheaval for the HE
sector, including potential timetable changes, and challenges around submission of
portfolio work and interviews, but that this is preferable to continuing as we are.
6. The UCAS proposals are light in some areas, including postgraduate student
applications.
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NUS resolves:
1. To support the UCAS proposals both on 2014 improvements and on application with
results in 2016.
2. To work with UCAS and the sector to consider alternative options for the insurance
choice and to support the continuation of widening participation under the new system
including increased and transparent use of contextual data.
3. To work with UCAS, the sector and our membership to ensure that the system reforms
are appropriate for the full diversity of prospective students, including mature/parttime, vocational learners and those studying Scottish Higher.
4. To continue to lobby for the development of a national postgraduate application system.
5. To provide accessible information to help the membership understand application with
results better.
6. To work with students’ unions and their representation structures to campaign to
ensure adequate IAG provision in schools and colleges on admissions to higher
education and the alternatives.
Motion 6: Postgraduate loan campaign
Submitted by: Michael Chessum
Seconded by: Vicki Baars, Estelle Hart, Dante Micheaux, George-Konstantinos Charonis

NEC believes:
1. The policy “Freeze Master’s Fees” passed at National Conference 2011, which called for
taught postgraduate students to have access to “similar loan systems as
undergraduates allowing deferred payment dependent on income” as long as fees are a
reality (while also calling for their abolition along with all education fees).
2. That public discussion of the need for a loan system for taught postgraduates has been
increasingly prominent in recent months, including endorsements of the idea by the
Vice-Chancellors of Oxford and Sussex.
3. That UCLU, UCL’s Postgraduate Association and the Head of UCL Graduate School have
signed a joint statement (attached) calling for government loans covering full fees to be
guaranteed to all qualified PGT students, with a progressive income-contingent
repayment scheme.
4. That these original signatories are now inviting institutions from across the HE sector to
back the statement, including unions, universities, graduate schools and campaign
groups.
NEC further believes:
1. The position taken in the statement is consistent with Conference policy.
2. Supporting and promoting the statement is one way in which the NEC can implement
that policy.
NEC Resolves:
1. The President and the PGT NEC rep should sign the PGT loans statement on behalf of
the NUS.
2. The VP Higher Education and the Postgraduate Campaign should help promote the
statement to member unions and encourage their officers to sign it.
“As students, educators, researchers and administrators in higher education, we welcome the
growing public discussion about taught postgraduate student funding and its implications for
the accessibility of higher degrees. We believe that the current system – students facing
unregulated fees of thousands of pounds, the majority with no financial support other than
what they or their families can borrow commercially or muster themselves – is unacceptable,
as it denies talented would-be students lacking the necessary financial means the advantages
of postgraduate education. The situation is only set to worsen as the burden of funding shifts
even further from public funding to fees.
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As long as the level of direct public funding to postgraduate education necessitates the
charging of fees, the government needs to guarantee all qualified students subsidised loans
with a progressive, income-contingent repayment scheme. In order that all qualified students
are able, not only to progress to postgraduate study, but to freely choose the right subject and
institution for them without being constrained by lack of financial resources, variable fees
mean that the sum loaned must cover 100% of the course fee plus an amount sufficient for
maintenance during the course.
We urge the government to draw up plans for such a loan system in consultation with all
stakeholders, including higher education institutions, students and student unions, educators
and the general public.”
Amendment 6a: Postgraduate loan campaign
Submitted by: George-Konstantinos Charonis
Seconded by: Rachel Wenstone, Sophie Richardson, Dante Micheaux
Add amendment
NEC Believes:

1. Postgraduate study is a public good
2. PGT fees are currently uncapped and unregulated, varying greatly across universities
and disciplines
3. Average fees in 2010/11 were between £4000 and £5000, but in some cases
exceeded £20000
4. PGT fees increased by an average of 24% across the board in 2011/12
5. Although the percentage of individuals who wish to undertake PGT study but are
unable to do so due to financial barriers is unknown, approximately two thirds of
current PGT students are self-funded
6. The introduction of publicly funded loans at PGT level where fees are uncapped may
have the unintended consequence of pushing up fees and by association the cost to
students of undertaking PGT study
7. In the current climate of austerity and cuts NUS is unlikely to build consensus around
a proposal that carries the threat of major cost to the Treasury
NEC Resolves:

1. Access to postgraduate study should be determined by ability, not ability to pay
2. Any publicly funded system of PGT loans must target finance where it is most needed
and avoid incentives to increase fees while supporting widening access to postgraduate
study
3. For NUS and the NUS PG campaign to continue its ongoing work on PGT financing in
collaboration with the membership in order to propose a fair, evidence-based system of
publicly available loans for PGT study as part of the campaign on the forthcoming HE
Bill

Motion 7: After the jailing of Stephen Lawrence's murderers – next steps in the fight against
institutional racism
Submitted by: Kanja Sesay
Seconded by: Mark Bergfeld, Aaron Kiely
NEC believes:
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1. Some justice has finally been achieved for Stephen Lawrence with the jailing of two of
his murderers – David Norris and Gary Dobson – who killed the young Black student in
a racist attack in 1993.
2. Only through 18 years of tireless and determined campaigning by the Lawrence family,
battling against what the Macpherson Report identified as institutional racism within the
police, have these convictions been realised.
3. Institutional racism in society and education continues to blight the lives of Black
students.
4. Improving Black representation at all levels of society, from Parliament, to law, to
business and the media to universities and students’ unions is an important way in
which institutional racism can be challenged and eradicated.
NUS NEC resolves:
1. To reaffirm its commitment to tackling institutional racism both in education and wider
society and fully supports the work of the Black Students’ Campaign in doing so.
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